[cushions]

...make the mood.

It’s very easy to set trends with our cushion range. A huge selection of colours, material and sizes. But also if you want to create comfort and cosiness, you mustn’t miss a cushion.
Wadding

Cushions U 01, U 15, U 16, U 21, U 23, U 30:
50% foam sticks + 50% white feathers

Cushions U 14, U 28, U 60, U 62:
80% foam sticks (Pur-Fill) + 20% polyester fibre

Cushions U 12, U 13:
100% down

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your cushion is the product of German design and engineering.
Family firm W.SCHILLIG has more than 60 years of experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and knowledge and experience from Germany. The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

StayFair:
Designates a fair company that manufactures sustainable products ethically.

EMAS:
The highest European accolade for systematic environmental management.

QM/ISO:
In-house manufacture to the specifications of the quality management system in line with ISO 9001, to safeguard internal processes.

accessoi res
[akseˈɔriːz] Accessories with style
Various panel options, attractive tables and a range of different cushions to complement your W.SCHILLIG furniture as stylish accessories.

www.schillig.com
Cushions, round

U 01
- cushion, small, fabric
- ø 38 cm

U 02
- cushion, small, seams at the back with leather
- ø 38 cm

Cushions, square

U 12
- cushion, small, fabric
- 40/40

U 13
- cushion, small, seams at the back with leather
- 45/45

U 15
- cushion, fabric
- 55/55

Cushions, square with rounded edges

U 60
- cushion, fabric
- 49/49

U 62
- cushion, large fabric
- 63/63

Cushions, rectangular

U 21
- cushion, fabric
- 55/45

U 23
- cushion, seams at the back with leather
- 65/50

Side part cushions

U 28
- side part cushion, mit bottom, fabric
- 48/58

U 29
- side part cushion, with bottom, seams at the back with leather with perforation
- 48/58

Kidney cushion

U 30
- kidney cushion, fabric and leather are the same
- 60/20
Shown here...  
... all cushion variations in different fabric.

Order information

Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in fabric or leather versions. For manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with simple seams.

All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions are given as follows: width/depth.

Crease formation:
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or greater extent under the influence of body weight, which can lead to the formation of creases in the cover. This visual change does not affect use, function and life span and it is not a defect.